
Have you joined the “juicing” bandwagon but have been struggling on what the right veggies and fruits to 
put in?  Are you diabetic?  Are you trying to lose weight?  If yes, this is for you!  Vooluu’s All-in-One Green 
Protein Shake is the best the market has to offer!  I’ve been a user of Spirulina shakes before, but this one 
is different and has more healthy ingredients that target not just one of your health problems, but your 
entire well-being.  It is 100% safe and natural with no harmful chemicals – it has no dairy, no sugar, no 
soy, non GMO, and is Gluten Free!  It is the perfect and ideal product for busy diabetics like me.  When I 
started drinking Green Shake, I no longer felt sleepy in the afternoon, even if my mind was overly stressed 
from crunching numbers (I’m an accountant).  Green Shake is an energy booster and stress reducer!  I’d 
say it’s an immuno-booster too!  I work in a very cramped office; I usually catch colds and cough from my 
co-workers, but I have not gotten sick since six months ago when I started drinking Green Shake.  Wait, 
there’s more!  I used to have dry skin that triggered my eczema.  Now, my skin still isn’t that smooth (I’m 
old! Hahaha) but I no longer have those eczema attacks and my skin is no longer dry.  I’ve also had 
difficulty with my bowel movement before.  There are a lot of fiber-rich drinks out there, not to mention 
the laxatives available in the market, but I’ve never felt this much relief because of Green Shake’s Kamut 
and Barley Grass ingredients.  I can rant (positively) about Vooluu’s Green Shake all day, but it’s not gonna 
do you any good if you just read about this, so go ahead and try it!   


